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RULES
1. “Bad Beat” means a high ranking poker hand that is beat by a higher-ranking hand (ex: Four Deuces losing to a 				
Straight Flush).
2. Qualifying games will reflect that they are Bad Beat eligible on the game sign.
3. Only Texas Hold’em games that collect the Bad Beat Jackpot Rake (“BBJ Rake”) are eligible for the Bad Beat 				
Progressive Jackpot (“BB Jackpot”).
4. Both the winning and losing players must use both of their hole cards to create the highest possible hand.
For Four-of-a-Kind, both the winning and losing player’s hand must contain and use a pocket pair to create
the Four-of-a-kind, these pairs must match a pair on the Board to complete a Four-of-a-Kind hand. The
minimum losing Bad Beat hand will be four (4) twos.
5. A $1.00 maximum BBJ Rake will be removed from each pot when it reaches $20.00 or more, including the 					
House rake.
6. For each $1.00 collected, the first 10% will be used to repay Hollywood Casino for its initial and any 							
subsequent seeding contributions to the BB Jackpot until repaid. Thereafter, 60% will be added to the
Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot on a daily basis and 20% will be held in reserve to replenish the reset Bad
Beat Progressive Jackpot, 20% will be diverted to a Player Promotional Fund.
7. 100% of the Player Promotional Fund will be returned to players in various forms of cash rewards through 					
West Virginia Lottery Commission approved promotions such as “Aces cracked”, “High Hand”, tournament free rolls 		
and entries into tournaments with money added etc. Subject to prior approval from the West
Virginia Lottery Commission, non-cash prizes, with a cash option, may be awarded.
8. When the primary BB Jackpot reaches $100,001 or more, Hollywood Management will reduce the amount 					
withheld to the primary jackpot to 40% and increase the amount held to the reset jackpot to 40%, the
amount diverted to the player promotional fund will remain at 20%.
9. In order for a hand to be eligible for the BB Jackpot, the pot must meet the $20 minimum and there must be a 			
minimum of 5 players dealt in at the beginning of the hand (no BBJ Rake will be taken with fewer players.)
10. The hand must go to a showdown (played to the end, where all cards have been dealt and players have 						
		completed betting and show their cards to determine the winner) in order for the BB Jackpot to be awarded.
11. Only best and second best hands qualify.

12. Players must play their hands independently. If any player, whether directly or indirectly involved in the 					
hand, passes information or instructs another on how to act or reveals their hand to other players, the
BB Jackpot will be disqualified.
13. In order to collect any BB Jackpot payout, participants must be at least 21 years of age, proper ID will be 					
required. Payouts of the BB Jackpot are as follows:
		 a. 50% of the BB Jackpot will be awarded to the Bad Beat hand (losing player);
		 b. 25% of the BB Jackpot will be awarded to the winner of the hand;
c. 25% of the BB Jackpot will be awarded equally divided among the balance of the
seated players on the game who received cards at the beginning of the hand.
14. A player who removes his or her chips from the game prior to a showdown on a hand where a BB Jackpot is 				
won forfeits his or her right to any prize money.
15. In the rare occurrence of a BB Jackpot being hit on more than one game at the same time, the total BB 						
Jackpot will be divided by the number of Bad Beat winning games then the jackpot will be distributed on
each game according to the percentages set forth above.
16. Employees of Hollywood Casino, persons licensed by the West Virginia Lottery Commission and persons 					
licensed by the West Virginia Racing Commission as on-the-grounds employees are ineligible.
17. Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by Hollywood Casino management 				
in a manner deemed by them to be the fairest to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding
on all participants. In addition, Hollywood Casino reserves the right to void any entry, and/or to change, 					
cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Management’s decision is final.
18. BB Jackpot prizes that reach certain thresholds, will be subject to applicable Internal Revenue Service 						
withholding and tax reporting requirements.

